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Hello Neighbors:
Looking back at last year’s February Echo, I was surprised to find that it was published before the COVID pandemic put our Mountain (and most of the world) on pause. Valentine’s Day
and the Super Bowl were still about to happen; Art Fair planning had just begun; our kids were
attending school and the Community Center was open for neighbors to gather at KMA Speaker
Series, Author Nights, other events and the monthly Mid-Week Movie curated by Jack Rix.
Much of the news in this Echo is a testament to how much has changed, yet remains the
same in our resilient community. With the Community Center closed, the KMA, KMVFB, and
CERT organizations purchased enabling technology to take KMA’s community serving events
and much of CERT health and safety training online. See KMA and KMVFB Board meeting
minutes to stay up to date with recent developments from these important community organizations. Please check the list of current paid up KMA members on page 8 and join or renew if
your family is missing. The list of KMA 2020 activities on page 8 illustrates how programming
was changed by state health mandates requiring streaming or zoom to reach everyone. Don’t
miss flyers for three very interesting and useful KMA events coming up February 3, 17 and
March 3rd. Save the dates!
Planning for the 2021 Art Fair began as usual this month. Following a successful and
entirely virtual Fair in 2020, questions remain about mandates that may determine the size of
crowds at outside venues like our Art Fair. See Bev Abbott's message on pages 10 and 11
about planning in this age of uncertainty. School news this month begins with the complexities
facing the district to reopen KMES. Fortunately, class reports about remote learning results are
all good and the 4/5 class food drive project is positively inspiring (pages 16-17).
Inspiring is also an apt description of our Skyline Trash Collective, operated by Niamh
Dawes and Aiden Zahedi. See the update of their ongoing efforts on page 18. Happily, Marty
Eisenberg offers a potpourri of fun, interesting and unexpected musings for your enjoyment
while Jack Rix helps you acknowledge Black History month with some insightful movie recommendations.
Most importantly, this Echo begins with the one story that never changes on our mountain... the enormous amount of work done on our behalf by our KM Fire Department. The pictures and short narrative about their January call-outs doesn’t even come close to portraying
how much time these men and women spend ensuring our safety. January closed with firefighters staying at the firehouse to be prepared for action that might be required by a severe
wind storm. Words fail as your editor struggles to offer them profound thanks from all of us.
Have a most happy (and romantic) Valentine’s Day and may your favorite team win the
Super Bowl.
Stay well and stay engaged,
Eileen Fredrikson, Editor
Bill Goebner, Echo Photographer
Marty Eisenberg, Echo Columnist

Kings Mountain Fire Department in Action
January 2021
January 9. KMFD responded with other first responders
to a mountain bike accident in the El Corte Madera Open
Space trails. KMFD provided medical aid and established
landing zone for patient to be transported via Life Flight.
January 9. KMFD performed
annual fire hose inspection,
pressure, and flow testing on
thousands feet of hose. Pulled
~500' of faulty hose out
of service to keep our
firefighters safe and provide reliable service to
our community. Thanks
to CalFire Coastside for
the use of hose testing
equipment.
January 16. KMFD answered a call with CalFire
and CHP Redwood City to a single vehicle collision with injuries on Misty Ridge and Skyline.
Car took flight, landed ~50’ off roadway, missing large trees, embankment, and propane
tank. Patient was transported via ambulance to
hospital.
January 18. KMFD volunteers
received their 2nd COVID-19
vaccination dose at SM Event
Center. Thank you San Mateo County for procuring doses for medical first responders, the well-run operation, staffed/administered by SM County’s finest
EMS and leadership team.
January 18. KMFD answered a call with CalFire and SMC
Sheriff to a single bike accident with injuries on Tunitas
Creek Road, 4 miles east of Highway 1. Patient was transported via ambulance to hospital.

January 19. It was
a bit breezy these
past 24 hours; the
KMFD got plenty of
chain saw hours in.
Three trucks were dispatched to over 12 calls; power
lines were down and trees fell into power lines, roadways, and houses. Fortunately, there were just some
power and communication outages, but no injuries.
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Kings Mountain Fire Department in Action
January 2021
January 22. KMFD, with CalFire, CHP and SMC Sheriff,
responded to a wildland fire sparked by a downed high voltage
power line on Skyline just south of Tunitas Creek Road.
January 23. KMFD Chief
delivered CA Oath to five
newly certified Kings Mtn
CERT members: Bill Allan,
Andy Beyer, Aurelien
Bouvier, Steve Johnson and
Jan Lundberg. KMFD thanks
all CERT members for going
through >24 hours of initial
training plus ongoing drills
and recertification, supporting your family, neighbors,
community, and emergency services.

January 24. KMFD responded with CalFire and
MidpenOpenSpace to an injured hiker in
Purisima Creek Open Space on Harkins Trail.
Patient was transported from trail to ground
ambulance by R56, and then transported via
ambulance to hospital.

January 27. KMFD Firefighters staged for night
shift responses at Station 56, staffing E56 E356
R56 WT56 for the high wind/rain event. Over
twelve hours, KMFD had ten dispatches for power lines down and
trees down into power lines and
roadways. There were no major
power or communication outages
and no injuries.

January 30. KMFD and CalFire firefighters rescued 2 hikers on Purisima Creek
Trail. One was taken to the hospital.
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MINUTES OF THE KMVFB MEETING on January 12, 2021
ATTENDANCE: Attending via Zoom: Jon Fredrikson, Ted Thayer, Kim Ohlund, Frank Adams, Joe
Rockmore, Tim Naylor, Bill Goebner, Steve Johnson, Jason Oldendorp, Kathy Shubin, Hank Stern, Jim
Sullivan, Ann Gabrys, and Matt King. Frank Adams called the KMVFB meeting to order at 7:30 pm.

SECRETARY’S REPORT: Secretary Ted Thayer reported that the minutes for the December 8, 2020
Board meeting were posted to Slack and approved.

TREASURER’S REPORT: Treasurer Jon Fredrikson submitted the financial report for the year 2020
electronically earlier in the month. There were no questions from the Board on the report.

BUILDING MANAGER’S REPORT: Building Manager Kathy Shubin reported that the Community
Center was closed because of California stay-at-home orders and no uses of the building occurred
during December.

FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT: Fire Chief Jim Sullivan provided the December 2020 and annual reports.
The entire department has received the first round of vaccinations. The second round of vaccinations for
KMVFD firefighters has been scheduled.
December Report
Medical aid

6

Vehicle accident

3

Public assist

7

Firefighter standby

0

Vehicle fire

0

Smoke check

2

Structure fire

3

Vegetation fire

0

Hazardous materials

0

Rescue

0

Water tender group response

0

Alarm sounding

1

Total # of Responses

22

Average # of responders

5.2

Number of incidents with no Volunteer response: 0

Total Year 2020 Report
Medical aid

80

Vehicle accident

55

Public assist

73

Firefighter standby

2

Vehicle fire

3

Smoke check

26

Structure fire

9

Vegetation fire

24

Hazardous materials

2

Rescue

1

Water tender group response

16

Alarm sounding

18

Total # of Responses 2020

309

Average # of responders

5.4

Number of incidents with no Volunteer response: 4
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OLD BUSINESS:
Kings Mountain CERT Update: Kim Ohlund briefed the Board on the latest developments of KM CERT.
The next meeting will be held on February 2, 2021.
When to Open Community Center: The board reaffirmed that the use of the Community Center and
grounds are subject to State of California and San Mateo County Health Orders and protocols, and to
open the Community Center at this time would pose a risk to the community and the Brigade. For this
reason, it was determined that the Community Center should remain closed based on the current status
of the State and San Mateo County Health Orders.
Marketing a Bequest Program for KMVFB: Steve Johnson spoke about the status of endowment fund.
An advertisement will run in the February Echo in support of the bequest program. Steve asked the
Board for comments on the draft.
Donations: Jon Fredrikson spoke about the current status of donations to the KMVFB. Lifetime
memberships are continuing to increase with a current total of 38 lifetime memberships.
Woodside-Portola Valley Fire Protection Foundation: There has been no additional contact from the
Foundation to date regarding a potential donation to the Brigade.
Discussion on Redwood Tree Removal with Art Fair: Joe Rockmore discussed a meeting that was
held with members of the Art Fair Board to gather input on the removal of the redwood trees in front of
the equipment bays. The Art Fair Board did not provide specific input on any adverse effects that may
result from the removal of the trees. The Board agreed to move forward with the permit process for tree
removal, while informing the community of the need to remove the trees. An article will be published in
the Echo to explain the need for tree removal to the community.
NEW BUSINESS:
New Slack Channel: The Board discussed if a new Slack channel was needed each time there is a new
Board. Rather than create a new Slack channel each year, the Board determined that it would revise the
list of participants each year to include current Board Members, Managers, and Consultants.
Potential Eagle Scout Project: Jon Fredrikson asked the Board to think about potential Eagle Scout
projects. Chief Jim Sullivan indicated that the department has need for a project and will coordinate.
OTHER ITEMS FROM BOARD MEMBERS OR AUDIENCE: None
MEETING ADJOURNED at 8:25 pm. NEXT MEETING: February 9, 2021 at 7:30 pm
Respectfully submitted,
Ted Thayer, Secretary

For more information, please contact chief@kmfd.org
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Proposed Tree Removal at Firehouse
Living in a redwood forest is one of the aspects that bring people to Kings Mountain, and keeps
us here. Redwoods are beautiful, majestic trees, and we are very fortunate to live among them.
However, they are also fast growing, and sometimes that produces problems.
When the Community Center/Firehouse was built, it was decided to leave some redwoods in
the parking lot and to pave around them. That worked for many years, but now we have a big problem. There is one set of redwoods, all growing from the same stump, right in front of the fire truck
bays, that have gotten very large. Exacerbating the problem is that our trucks also have gotten larger over the years. The situation now is that the Fire Department has trouble safely backing the
trucks into the bays and safely and expeditiously driving them out in an emergency. In addition,
roots from the trees are starting to lift up the foundation of the Community Center and the asphalt in
front of the apparatus bays, causing water to run into the bays. This has been a problem for at least
10 years and will only get worse in future years as the tree grows and the roots spread out. Thus,
we would like to address it now while the Community Center is closed due to the pandemic.
Note that we are only dealing with the one tree grouping. The other trees in the parking lot will
not be affected.
The Fire Brigade Board of Directors, with advice from the Fire Department and supporting community members, has explored various options to address the problem. Solutions range from cutting only the trees on the west side and digging out the roots, to taking all the trees out entirely. The
Fire Department has recommended that the trees be removed entirely, and the Board is inclined to
implement this solution. However, before we take this step, we wanted to inform the Kings Mountain community and leave some time for community members to reach out to the Board with comments or questions.
If you would like to communicate with the Board about this issue, you can call or email Board
President Frank Adams, Board member Joe Rockmore (who has taken the lead on this issue), or
any other Board member with whom you are acquainted. We will not take any action until a reasonable time has passed to allow the community to weigh in.
Frank Adams 650 851-0915 or feaj@comcast.net
Joe Rockmore 650 851-8703 or rockmore79@gmail.com

In this New Year, it’s a good idea for everyone to update his or her
estate plans. The Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade would like you
to consider including the Brigade in your bequest list. Here’s why:
The Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade and Fire Department have provided fire and rescue
services to the Kings Mountain community since 1963. The Kings Mountain Community Center,
which is owned and operated by the Fire Brigade, has hosted thousands of community events over
the years and provides a central gathering place for the Kings Mountain residents. The Fire Brigade
is an essential part of our community. The Fire Brigade is always looking for funding sources to
cover their operating expenses and capital projects.
There are a number of ways you can make a bequest:

• Just list the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade, Inc. as a beneficiary in your will or trust.
• You can make the Fire Brigade a beneficiary for your IRA or 401(k).
• You can leave other items such as real estate, cars or stocks & bonds as a bequest in your will
or trust.

It’s best to discuss any bequests with an estate attorney. You can also contact Steve Johnson –
stevej.fire@gmail.com or 650 851-8447 for more information. We thank you for your community
support!
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Kings Mountain Association Board Meeting
January 13, 2021
The January KMA Board Meeting was held online via Zoom.
Board Members Present: Linda Elliott, David Kaufman, Betsy Rix, Eric Soult, Jenn Soult, Amber
Steele, Marlene Stern, and Holly Winnen (by phone).
Guests: Hank Stern, Eileen Fredrikson (Echo).
Call to Order: The meeting was called to order over ZOOM at 7:04 pm.
Approval of Minutes: December minutes were approved online and published in the January Echo.
Treasurer’s Report: Eric reported that many of the membership payments are coming in online.
Jenn reported on comments and suggestions received along with membership renewals. All
communications were shared with the Board and the Board thanks all members who wrote.
Holiday Party: The Board thanked David and Amber for the successful “reinvention” of the Holiday
Party, along with many other community members who worked hard to create this event. The party was
recorded and can be made available for individual viewing by request to KMA.
Felidae Event: In spite of the national news event of January 6, 27 households tuned in to this event.
The program was recorded and is available at this link: https://youtu.be/5_DenNcgMfw. The community
was treated to camera shots of local mountain lions and interesting data about what wildlife the local
cameras are capturing.
Donation to Trash Cleanup Effort: The KMA Board voted online to donate $1,000 to the clean-up
effort led by our local young leaders. The success of the community cleanup day was acknowledged.
Moving forward, the KMA Board will stay in contact with Niamh Dawes and Aidan Zahedi as their
outstanding organizing continues.
February Speaker Events: on February 3 at 7:00 pm, Ken Fisher will present his popular “History of
Kings Mountain. On February 17th at 6:30 pm, San Mateo County Sheriff Carlos Bolanos will speak to
the community and address our concerns. The Board discussed the formats and publicity for these two
upcoming events.
2021 Events: Due to COVID-19, decisions about regular KMA events will be made as we approach the
scheduled dates. The five annual events are Spring Brunch, Annual Dinner, Summer Barbecue,
Halloween, and Holiday Party. The Board did decide that part of the Annual Meeting, held on the first
Saturday in May, would include a clarification of the role of KMA in the community.
Local Business Listing: The Board determined that the best host for the list of local businesses might
be Groups.io, rather than KMA, or Kings Mountain Online because updates and additions can easily be
maintained by the community members on that flexible platform.
Events Suggestions for the Coming Year: Event suggestions from Board members and the
community were discussed and all board members will pursue ideas for March and beyond. Board
members will investigate the following entities and topics for 2021 Speaker Events: Caltrans, Local
Restorative Agriculture, Post, Committee for Green Foothills, County Supervisor, Bay Area Ridge Trail,
MROSD, Filoli, Wildlife Experts including plants and fungi, Hiking and Cycling, Self-Care, Meditation,
Concerts, Local Authors and Land Stewards. All suggestions from community members are welcome.
The meeting adjourned at 8:13 pm.
The KMA www.kingsmountainonline.com/community/kma exists to enhance and benefit our community.
Guests are welcome to the board meetings, which are generally on the second Wednesday of each month at
7:00 pm. Please email the board for invitations to virtual meetings. We encourage residents to bring topic
ideas and speakers to our attention.
We’d love to hear from you; email us at kma@kingsmountainonline.com.
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KMA 2021 Paid Membership List
Beverly Abbott
Marilyn Alafouzos
Nick Alafouzos
Bill and Debora Allan
Bev and Keith Anderson
Andrew and Renee Anker
Mark, Eileen, Kim Billy Asbury
Christine Ashton and Billy Martinelli
Bo Barry
Tom Barry and Brenda Christensen
Eric, Bruce and Forrest Baumgartner
Al and Jeanne Bell
Andy Beyer and Jennifer Turri
Radika and Greg Bunton
Bill, Jeanne and Sarah Carlson
Kevin and Kathleen Cerini
Michelle Covell and Sumit Roy
John Curcio and Ann Gabrys
George Dale and Stephanie Etzbach-Dale
Janie and Paul Dawes
Sharon and Galen Demello
Mathew DeVErdi
Hermann Diederich HyeMyoung Kim
Thomas and Pam Douglas
Gail Ferrais and Bob Nutting
Alma Fletcher
Carol Forrester
Sharon, Terry and Christian Fotre
Angela and Brian Fox
Jon and Eileen Fredrikson
Claudia Fung and Ricky Hsu
Gary and Penny Gamel
Tim and Carrie German
Marcus and Katrin Gosling
Peter and Suzanne Greenberg
Eric, Mary, Bailey, Sam and Ben Hayashi
Keith and Cindy Heintzelman
Henrik Ibsen Park Inc.
Barbara Heydorn and Dave Button
June Holtz
Joanne Howard
Herb Hurwitz

Stacy McCarthy and RJ and Daniel Jennings
Bill McClenahan and Claudia Polley
Ann McCormick
Mathew and Kara Meister
Jose A. Mejia
David Miller, Kathy Kennedy and Erin
Probal Mitra and Seina Ayako
Mark and Denise Moriarity
David and Karen Morrison
William and Jean Newhall
Lynn and Dan Nicols
Staci Norblitt and Leslie Hoffeit
Michael Nowak and Elizabeth Gannes
Jerry and Patty OConnell
John and Kimberly Ohlund
Diane Palme and Chris Ice
Susan Paurovi and Omid, Aiden, Adrian, Evan Zahedi
Nancy and Gladys Pennington
Thea Percival
Cindy and Marty Phelps
Indira Phukan and Phillip Nichls
Cindy Pitt
Dave Porter
Chris Reynolds
Rocky and Debra Rockmore
Anna Roesch
Jan Roletto and John Deflore
William and Kara Rosenberg
Ben Rosner and Sarah Elson
Brian and Kate Rouch
Dennis and Jan Ruby
Marcia Rudd
Dale and Corinne Ruokangas
John Samish
Beverly Scott and Jeff Kletsky
Harold Segelstad
Sandy and Rich Shapero
Elliot and Kathy Shubin
Steve and Anne Siegman
Bob and Julia Simmons
Skymoon Ranch/Jean Farmwald
Dave and Sara Skokin

Jeanette Hyer and Arturo Alvarez-Buylla

Debbie, Ashley, Alex, Nicole, Daniel, Dominic,
Jonathan sr., Robin, and Jonathan jr. Soult

Julia Iliuk and Alex Lipendin
Bruan and Marcia Irving
Fred Johansen and Mary Sander
Marty Johnson and Maria Quijano-Johnson
Steve and Betty Johnson
Tim and Katy Jordan
David Kaufman and Kate Berkowitz-Kaufman Selah
Kaufman Sarah Kaufman
Laura Klen and Eric Prestemon
Leiven Leroy
Duane and Janice Leveque
Steve Li, Leana Zhao, Kurt Li
Michael and Bonnie Liebhold
Tyler and Kelly MacNiven
Lisha Mainz and Richard Jekat
Sven, Sheena, Samuel, Soren, Scarlett Mawson
John Marburger
Kathy (Ellen) Martinich
Anton Martinich

Eric and Jenn Soult
William and Nancy Spain
Chris, Lisa, Tiana and Allegra Spano
Amber Steele and Steev Dinkins
Hank and Marlene Stern
Judith Stratos
Geoffrey Stutzen and Binghui Yang
Rick Sturiza and Mary Aiken
David Tensfeldt and Johanna McCormack
Margaret Thayer
Retha Schalk Theron
Thalea and David Torres
Meta Townsley
Jean Turri
Kim Ward
Jim Wickett and Magdelena Yesil
Rick, Mason and Archer Yost and Heather King
Ted Zayner and Dawn Neis
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Kings Mountain Association Activities in 2020
by Eileen Fredrikson

Every January, the Echo includes the annual forms to join or renew household memberships in the Kings Mountain Association (KMA) and the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade, (KMVFB). Membership in both these community organizations runs for the calendar
year. The current member KMA list on the adjacent page includes households whose dues
were received by January 25th. Thank you to all. If your name is missing, please join or renew.
As we continue to live in a “COVID impacted” world, the KMA pivoted its 2020 community
serving activities in the face of this circumscribed new reality. President Jenn Soult wrote in the
April Echo that health and safety must be the priority, but maintaining human connection
among neighbors, (even at a distance) is vital. We examined twelve months of Echo issues to
review how KMA leaders attempted to bring resilient programs to the Mountain during this
challenging year.
January and February began normally with long-established events including a blood drive
day at the CC, monthly Movie Nights, Friday music nights and the assignment of a board
chairs for each of KMA's five long-standing neighborhood gatherings.
March: A Speaker Series was slated to begin featuring topics of interest specific to Kings
Mountain. How to Fight Invasive Plants & the impact of the Kings Mountain Road Fuel
Break project were first up. Instead, the County health “shelter in place” mandate forced
the postponement of both. KMA arranged for the County Resource Biologist who had
been scheduled to speak to visit impacted Kings Mountain homes directly. Ms. Tuday
looked at invasive plants on the properties and provided free county conservation services where applicable.
April: The Community Center closed in order to comply with County mandates and the
Spring Brunch and Annual Dinner had to be cancelled.
May: KMA took advantage of a world on pause, to develop a new community serving plan
using Zoom in place of in-person events going forward.
June: Board meetings began to be held on Zoom so that and interested resident could join
monthly meetings. The previously postponed invasive plant program was held on Zoom.
Movie Night transitioned to a movie recommendation Echo page compiled by KMA film
curator, Jack Rix.
July: The Summer Barbeque and Annual Meeting featuring Supervisor Don Horsley as
speaker were cancelled due to potential violations of event size limitation guidelines. The
annual board member election was held by mail-in and email vote. David Kaufman and
Linda Elliott became new board members.
August: KMA & KMVFB split the cost of acquiring a webinar hosting feature that supports
making large Zoom events available to the community.
September: Large Author’s Night and Felidae Webinar Zoom speaker programs were
booked.
October: Dream Journal author Katherine Olivetti guided a big Zoom crowd through the
meaning of dreams and life lessons they reveal.
November: Costumed ghosts and goblins showed up for the Spooktacular party moved outside.
December: Jamis MacNiven presented the intriguing story of how his Bucks restaurant became a VC meeting hub for funding Silicon Valley startups. A successful pivot of the
KMA holiday party to a live streamed event featured wonderful musicians creating festive
holiday music as a preface to Zoom meetings with Santa for our mountain kids.

2021 is off to a fast start with KMA speaker programs of special interest featuring Ken
Fisher on Kings Mountain History on February 3rd and San Mateo County Sheriff Carlos
Bolanos taking resident’s questions about safety issues affecting our community on February
17th. See flyers in this issue for more detailed information. March 3rd…Save the date! Author
and Coastside rancher Doniga Markegard will discuss her adventurous book and explain the
challenges of regenerative agriculture, permaculture and ranching in our region of California.
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Planning Has Begun for Art Fair 2021!
by Bev Abbott, Kings Mountain Art Fair Executive Director
Planning has begun for Art Fair 2021. We are beginning this process with the fervent
hope that we can do an in-person fair. We missed having our in-person fair last year and the
work that we all enjoy doing together for the benefit of our community. While the virtual fair
had many successes, none of us felt that it could compete with our traditional fair. However,
we think that we should be prepared for a virtual fair in 2021 if COVID 19 restrictions make it
impossible to do an in-person event at our usual Kings Mountain CC venue. With this in
mind, it makes the most sense to plan for both.
We got a lot of feedback from artists that
the on line version made it possible for
some customers to attend virtually when
they could never attend in-person
(geographical obstacles, disabilities, age
and so on). Pursuing the virtual fair structure regardless of whether or not we can
have the in-person fair has the added benefit of further developing our online presence. Therefore, our preliminary thinking is
to plan for both and to do the in-person fair
if at all possible along with a companion
effort of a modified virtual fair.
Some of the planning questions for our in-person fair are: What will the safety issues be
in September? Will it be safe for our volunteers, our artists and our customers? What public
health practices will we be observing – masks, hand sanitizers, density (less than 138 artists
we have had in the past)? What will food and beverage services look like? What are the IT
needs? Will the artists need to choose between the virtual fair and in-person fair?
Some of the planning questions for our virtual fair
are: Do we redo the “creative content” -- the movie
that appeared in the live stream window? Do we
change our platform or do we use Booth Central
again? Will our artists be able to do the virtual fair
if they are at the in-person fair (probably not, it
might be too chaotic)? As you can see, there are
more questions than answers at this point. Our
next steps are to get feedback from the Art Fair Chairs and the artists and of course, we
welcome your comments and ideas. Just send your thoughts to bjkabbott@aol.com.
Changes in the KM Art Fair Board
New officers were elected at the Art Fair Annual Board meeting in January 2021. Chris
Reynolds will continue to serve as our able President. Andrew Anker is stepping up to be the
Vice President, replacing Katrin Gosling who, after 6 years on the Board, has “termed out”.
(Board members are allowed to serve two three-year terms for a total of 6 years with the exception of the Executive Director who serves at the will of the Board). Dawn Neisser will continue as Secretary and Jeanne Carlson was reelected as Treasurer. The Board concluded
this part of our business with a big thank you to Katrin who has helped us throughout her
term with her good business sense and her creativity. Thank you Katrin!
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What Katrin Gosling Told the Echo About Her Transition Going Forward
Katrin Gosling and her family initially moved from Germany to San Francisco. Husband
and wife are both design professionals with interesting jobs, but Katrin’s husband found the
SF urban environment too confining to satisfy his passion for mountain biking. After a short
time in Portola Valley and with children ages 5 and 1½, the
move to Kings Mountain in 2007 suited everyone very well.
When Katrin expressed an interest in helping in the community, she was quickly drafted and became an active volunteer
at both KMES and Art Fair. She works at Google where her design work was all “trade” focused on workspace suite products
such as Google docs, Gmail, Google drive, calendar, and others she says. When she began as an art fair volunteer, she
soon found herself designing Art Fair posters, postcards, tshirts and more. All were new design applications to her but
were fun projects. Thus, after serving as Graphics chair for a
few years, Katrin was invited to join the KMAF board. “Since
Art Fair limits board members to 2 consecutive terms, I’ve
served with many people who completed their terms during my
six years. All have really been a pleasure to work with. I was the only board member who
reached the termed out limit this year.” Katrin says she has “really great confidence that Art
Fair will continue to have on-going good prospects for success. We have a great community
with very good Chair managers in charge of every function. Bev Abbott is an especially generous and motivating ED.” Katrin is rotating off the board but not off the community of volunteers
it takes to produce a quality show. She says, “Let’s see what is next.”
Chris Ice Joins Art Fair Board
Chris Ice was profiled in a September 2020 Echo article entitled “Moving the Art Fair from
the Forest to the Cloud” which you can find at our Kings Mountain on-line site. An IT professional, Chris was motivated to create an infrastructure around the CC that would support
on-line credit card sales authorizations. He says, “Having served as IT Chair since 2013, my
contribution has mainly been on enabling our artists and fair operations to do what they perfected over the years, but with some modernization; bringing online tools to the well-oiled machine that is the art fair.” In 2020, as government health mandates shut down large event
gatherings, the KMAF board tasked Chris with finding and modifying a platform that could
take the entire event on-line. He says, “The role of IT changed dramatically as technology
moved to the center of fair operations and ultimately made 2020 possible; noting that the incredible contributions by the many volunteers in making the online event happen were still key
to our overall success. 2021 and beyond is going to be an interesting
process and transition period as we look to blend the online with the
physical and come to some sort of balance that unites the community,
showcases and supports our artists, and creates a bond with the fair
visitors and patrons to ultimately support our fire department and our
community through their generous contributions and purchases.” “In
joining the board,” he says, “ I hope to learn more about how the rest
of our fair operates, and be a part of that blending process to find the
right ‘new-normal’ for the fair and hope I can help in any way I can to
make that happen. I will continue in my role as IT Chair in addition to
serving on the board, but that is only possible with a huge thanks to
Sumit Roy who has agreed to take a larger role in the IT support of the
physical fair, as and when we are able to bring that back into the mix.”
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Ken Fisher to Speak on Kings Mountain History
February 3, 2021 at 7:00 pm on Zoom

No registration is required - just join via Zoom:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89055802095?pwd=NW02MUhpMUhiRnNRZEVYMHFsKzhFQT09
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KMA Speaker Series Presents
Carlos G. Bolanos
Sheriff of San Mateo County
February 17, 2021 6:30 pm via Zoom
Zoom (link to be provided before the event on Groups IO)
The KMA and our entire community are honored to have San Mateo County Sheriff
Carlos Bolanos speak to us via Zoom on Wednesday, February 17th.

Sheriff Bolanos has 37 years of law enforcement
experience. He began his law enforcement career with
the Palo Alto Police Department in 1979, serving there for
12 years and promoting through the ranks to Lieutenant.
In 1991, he left the Palo Alto Police Department to
accept a position as a Police Captain with the Salinas
Police Department, where he served for three years.
In 1994, he was appointed Chief of Police of the Redwood City Police Department, where he served for 12
years. During his tenure as Police Chief, Sheriff Bolanos
focused on youth-oriented programs and is credited with
integrating a community oriented policing philosophy in
the organization and bringing P.A.L. to the community.
In January 2007, Sheriff Bolanos was appointed as Undersheriff of San
Mateo County by Sheriff Greg Munks. As the Undersheriff, he was responsible
for the day to day operations of the Sheriff’s Office, which included oversight of
the Crime Lab, Technology Services and Administration & Finance.
Sheriff Bolanos was appointed to his current
position as Sheriff of San Mateo County in July
2016. Sheriff Bolanos’ priorities are Community
Engagement and Relationship Building,
programs that promote positive relationships
between youth and law enforcement, and programs in our Correctional Facilities that provide
inmates with an opportunity for a better life
upon their release.
Sheriff Bolanos has a Bachelor’s Degree in
Economics from the University of San Francisco, and a Masters of Public Administration from California State University, East Bay. He is also a graduate of
Command College and the Homeland Security Executive Leaders Program.
Please email questions or concerns you would like the sheriff to
address before February 15th to Holly Winnen winnen6@comcast.net
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Save the Date!

KMA Author’s Forum: March 3, 2021
Author and Coastside Rancher

Doniga Markegard
Discussing Her Book, Dawn Again: Tracking the Wisdom of the Wild
Wednesday, March 3, 2021 at 7:00 pm (via Zoom)
The KMA is pleased to announce that author and
Coastside rancher Doniga Markegard will speak at an
Author’s Forum on Wednesday, March 3rd.
Doniga Markegard is a wildlife tracker, regenerative
rancher, speaker, and author. Her teen years in nature
school started her on a path that led to a career in animal tracking and then permaculture and ranching in
California. Using the innovative, carbon-storing methods of regenerative ranching, she’s restoring the land
she tends, bringing native grasses and wildlife back to
the depleted Bay Area. Doniga is a consultant and guest instructor at numerous nature
and permaculture programs around the country and is a regular speaker at events such as
the Bioneers Conference, Food Inspiration Trendsummit, and The Grassfed Exchange.
She has worked with companies such as Patagonia and Google; and has been featured in
articles from FastCompany, GreenBiz, The San Francisco Examiner, and NPR.
Doniga's latest book, Dawn Again: Tracking the Wisdom
of the Wild, is a memoir of exploration and survival. Dawn
Again takes readers on Doniga’s journey: as a troubled
teen attending a wilderness immersion school where Indigenous elders and wildlife trackers were among her
teachers; hitchhiking across the Pacific Northwest; the moment she first connected with deer using owl eyes and fox
walking techniques; and to Alaska, where she fell in love
with tracking white wolves and the rigor of wilderness survival.
With chapters on food, permaculture, and more, Dawn
Again dives into Doniga’s real-life experiences while equipping readers with practical knowledge. When Doniga tracks
mountain lions with Erik, a rancher, she finds herself falling
in love with more than just nature. She settled down on the
Markegard cattle ranch on the Coastside to start a family
and there she learned how to apply the deep, unshakeable
lessons of the wild to her everyday life.
Dawn Again was praised by Joan Baez, who said, "Doniga has given us an instruction
booklet on how to get in touch with our best selves, through getting in touch with the
earth.”
Doniga’s first book, Wolf Girl: Finding Myself in the Wild, takes readers on Doniga’s
journey from the wilderness immersion school where she was taught by Indigenous elders
and wildlife trackers, to hitchhiking across the Pacific Northwest, to Alaska, where she fell
in love with tracking wolves. Don’t miss this enthralling presentation.
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Black History Month seems like a fitting time to take a look at some of the outstanding films created by Black filmmakers in the past year. We have already written about some noteworthy films
in past editions of the Echo, such as Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom (See Jan. 2020 Echo) and John
Lewis: Good Trouble (Aug.), among others. Here are some additional films worth noting.
One Night in Miami. On February 25, 1964, after he defeated Sonny Liston to become the
heavyweight champion, Muhammad Ali (then known as Cassius Clay) gathered with Malcolm X,
Sam Cooke and Jim Brown in a Miami motel room to celebrate. Based on a play by Kemp Powers, Oscar winning actor Regina King directs this fictional examination into what these cultural
icons might have discussed. It deals with the struggles of the civil rights movement as well as
the power and responsibility of celebrity. King does a wonderful job of imbuing the film with a
sense of energy so that it never feels static, turning it into a riveting actor’s showcase.
(Amazon).
The Forty-Year-Old Version. This intensely personal indie film delights with its sense of humor
and humanity. Filmed in black-and-white, it has a confessional, humorously self-deprecating
tone and is highly original. Radha Blank wrote, produced and directed this gem about a middleaged playwright wondering when, and if, she will get her shot, and then agonizing over the compromises you seemingly have to make along the way. (Netflix).
Mangrove, Lovers Rock. The Director Steve McQueen’s five-part anthology, Small Axe, which
begins with these two offerings, is based on the filmmaker’s childhood growing up in London’s
West Indian community and dealing with systemic racism. Mangrove tells of a Caribbean restaurant owner whose establishment serves as community center, only to be targeted by racist police as an inciter. This leads to a dramatic trial and a quest for justice. Lovers Rock blissfully settles into a groove at a house party at which reggae music connects and captivates partygoers
and viewers alike. All of the episodes are engrossing and illuminating. (Amazon).
Time. This is an amazing documentary and one of the best films of the year. It deals with the
subject of mass incarceration and its disparate impact on the Black community. Time tells the
story of Rob Rich, sentenced to 60 years for a bank robbery. The film focuses on the efforts of
his wife, Fox, to free him and to keep their family of six boys united. Director Garrett Bradley effectively uses home videos made over the 20 years of Rob’s incarceration, combining them with
intimate present-day scenes. Filmed in glorious black-and white, it brilliantly examines this complex issue by focusing on the human toll exacted by the prison industrial complex. (Amazon).
Soul. Pixar does it again with this animated offering sure to please both kids and adults, which
is its first with a Black lead character. Joe (voiced by Jamie Foxx) is a disgruntled part time middle school band teacher who dreams of being a jazz musician. It takes a trip to another realm for
him to see his life’s true meaning. (Disney +).
Da 5 Bloods. Four African American veterans return to Vietnam decades later to reclaim the
remains of their fallen squad leader, along with a horde of buried gold. Director Spike Lee uses
the action-adventure genre as a vehicle to dissect aspects of the endemic racism surrounding
the war, many of which have tragically endured into the present. In addition to deftly weaving in
archival footage of the war, movie buffs may appreciate the way he also aptly references Apocalypse Now and The Treasure of the Sierra Madre. However, it is the way in which Lee addresses today’s most pressing social issues that gives the film its power. (Netflix). Enjoy!
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February 2021 School News
KMES will remain closed for the month of February and is unlikely to open for in-person
classes until at least mid-March. Cabrillo has purchased all the special equipment - like air
scrubbers and PPE - to qualify for Governor Newsom’s proposed school reopening extra
funding. However, San Mateo County cannot reach and remain in the “orange tier” required until March at the earliest. In addition, schools must test all students every two
weeks to qualify, but the reopening funding does not cover those expenses. The logistics
of getting all our teachers and non-credentialed personnel vaccinated is key to reopening
KMES. State health officials have moved educators to join Californians age 65 and over in
the vaccine priority system. However, this is a huge cohort and there is no estimate for
how long the process will take. We do know that it takes 20+ days between the first and
second vaccine shot, then two week to access its success, so remote learning is inevitable
through February. Meanwhile, Mountain parents are providing solid backup for KMES
teachers’ interactive distance learning lessons. Student results seem to be on track.

Class Reports
TK/K/1: has a Project-Based Learning topic: Their “Storybook Channel” is exploring how
can we make stories come alive for kids in our community? To do that, first grade students presented Coyote and Rabbit Readers Theater for the TK/K classes and TK/K
presented The Three Pigs to first grade students. Both groups are trying to create a
new readers theater story for a preschool they hope to collaborate with in order to bring
stories to life for other kids in the community. The entire class also spent two weeks
learning about Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and shared 'dreams' that they have for our
country.
2/3: In 2nd Grade math, students are learning and practicing different addition and subtraction strategies. 3rd Graders are applying the concepts of area and perimeter as the
class creates a “Dream House”. In writing, students spent time reflecting on Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. and answering the question: What
would it be like to be President of the United States
for the upcoming inauguration. Students are remembering to restate the questions in their answers and
provide examples and reasons to support their
thoughts and opinions. In science, we are learning
about water safety, sneaker-waves, and coming up
with ideas to keep our friends, family, and tourists
safe at the beach. We will also learn about Mavericks and WHY there are such big waves there.
4/5: The 4/5 class has been delving into some weighty
topics. Through the read aloud books Front Desk
and Three Keys by Kelly Yang, students are discussing the topics of racism, stereotyping, immigration and classism. As part of their exploration of the
connection between finite energy resources, clean
energy, sustainable food avenues and population
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growth, the students launched a food drive to benefit
Coastside Hope. That social services agency runs a
food pantry that serves emergency needs of low income residents on the Coast. The class project exceeded all expectations. Twenty 4/5 class students
planned and organized the food drive. Community
friends and neighbors dropped off bags of suggested
food types on parent front porches in three locations.
Two students delivered the final inventory shown below to the Coastside Hope pantry on January 29th.
Pantry Food Collected
130 cans of assorted canned food
119 bags/boxes of pasta, noodles
50 boxes of fruit snacks, granola bars, crackers
26 bags of rice
20 jars of pasta sauce
20 jars of peanut butter and condiments
20 boxes of cereal
17 bags of dried beans
6 grocery bags of miscellaneous snacks and pantry essentials

Valentine’s Day Traditions Needed a Distance Learning Adjustment
As Valentine’s Day approaches, distance learning required alternative planning because the in-person card exchange and party at school would not be possible. To preserve
this happy experience, KMES parents have organized drop off bins with sections labeled
by classroom in three locations where students can leave cards for their school friends between Tuesday, February 2nd and Friday, February 5th. The cards will then be collected
by our KMAP Friendship Fairies and sorted into individual students’ bags, which will be
available for pickup on Friday February 12th. KMAP will be including a few goodies as well
so regardless of participation, every student will have a Friendship Bag waiting for him or
her on Friday February 12th.
Valentines for Firefighters
KMES will also be launching a "Valentines for Firefighters" campaign as a way to show
our appreciation to our local firefighters. Our students felt so strongly about this, they invited all the Cabrillo District elementary schools to do the same. All are making cards or
pictures or writing notes to be put in the “firefighter” labeled drop off bins to be picked up
and delivered by the Friendship Fairies. KMES students have chosen to send their cards
to the Kings Mountain and La Honda firefighters.
Old Oak Tree
The iconic old Oak that graced the KMES Upper Field has come
to the end of the road. For safety reasons that were conveyed to
CUSD by an arborist, it had to be cut down. Sad to see it go after all
the years of beauty.
Zoom Tours
Upcoming tours on February 5, March 19 and April 16 at 3:00 pm. Please have interested families contact Lesli at schmutzl@cabrillo.k12.ca.us.
Online Registration now open: https://www.cabrillo.k12.ca.us/our_departments/
student_services/enrollment_registration
Open Enrollment Deadline: May 12, 2021
Open Enrollment Lottery: May 14, 2021
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Kings Mountain
Garden Club

Garden Club News
February 2021
by Jean Farmwald, President, KMGC

A Favorite Winter Bloom
The Susanqua is my favorite of camellias because they bloom in
the fall and winter when the garden needs color. The first Susanquas,
which bloom on my property, is the pink Showa-No-Saki, which some
years starts blooming in September. It continues blooming until February. This is followed by a hybrid, Sasanqua Camellia called Stars and
Stripes and it does very well up here on the mountain. The photo is a
Stars & Stripes plant from Alma Fletcher’s garden. Another favorite is
Yuletide Camellia because, as its name implies, its red blooms brighten
the December winter days. It actually starts blooming in November and finishes in February. I
have filtered sun, and these plants seem to thrive in this environment.
I fertilize about Valentine’s Day and Father’s Day with 6-7-5 from Romeo Packing Company in Princeton and with phosphate in the fall, using about a quarter of a cup for a small
plant and a half cup for a four foot plant for both the fertilizer and the phosphate. If pruning is
needed, it can be done after the bloom has finished or while the plant is blooming if you can
use the flowers for a day or two in the house. It is not a long-lived cut flower. Cut just above a
set of leaves.
The S.F. Peninsula Camellia Society sells these at its annual sale in February in Redwood
City. The virtual sale is still listed on their web site for February 22nd.

Skyline Trash Collective
by Niamh Dawes
On Saturday, January 23, Aiden and I were able to collate
members of the skyline community to organize a small
cleanup. We set out to fine tune one pullout in order to clean
the common trash rather than the dumping. After about 2
hours, with 4 adults and 5 kids, we were able to find 3 cubic
yards of garbage in the one pullout we decided to clean. We
were then able to transport the garbage to the dump where
Republic Services/Ox Mountain graciously waived the dumping fee. After the success of this cleanup, we want to organize more small cleanups each
month going forward. At the moment, we are still awaiting a meeting with Caltrans and creating
a more efficient way for members of the community to report garbage, more on that later.
Thank you so much for everyone who attended and we hope that more attend in the future.
Editor's Note: I was one of the adults who scrambled among the tall brush going down the slope from
Niamh and Aiden's chosen pullout on Jan. 23rd. It seems that small path openings among the adjacent
brambles are seen as an open invitation to walk in and party off Skyline where folks can sit, eat and
drink without being seen. The resulting plastic, used paper towels, fast food plastic clamshell boxes, bottles and cans scattered everywhere was quite amazing. Apparently, the wind carries all manner of party
debris until it becomes entangled in the brush where it can live forever. Let me tell you, those sticky
bushes battle to hold on to their plastic treasures. The new pick up poles were a fantastic help and quite
an efficient way to denude the bushes without impaling yourself in the process. Thank You KMA for
funding their purchase.
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Marty’s

Mountain

Musings

February 2021
by Marty Eisenberg

Everything you ever wanted to know about pineapples: Contrary to common
belief, the pineapple plant is reported to have originated in Brazil. It was spread around
South America by early inhabitants of that continent and eventually found its way onto
Caribbean islands. It was there discovered by Columbus around 1493 who brought
some of the strange plants back to Europe where the pineapple soon became a much
sought after and very expensive “delicacy”. When you eat a pineapple, “it eats you
back”! It is the only known natural source of the enzyme Bromelain. Bromelain eats
protein; and flesh is protein! That’s what causes your mouth and gums to feel like you
just chewed on some sandpaper after eating some pineapple. (But don’t worry; digestive acids quickly neutralize the Bromelain.) The tough core of a pineapple, while not
the sweetest or softest part, is an excellent source of fiber. And speaking of the sweetest part of the pineapple… Did you know its sweetest portions are toward its lower
end? That’s because pineapples are generally stored upright and the juices most
heavily laden with sugar, being heaviest, sink to the bottom!
Gasoline can blues: Remember the day when gasoline storage cans were made
of sturdy metal? Some had a separate screw-off metal vent cap while others had a
vent hole near the spout that was covered over by the screw-top of the spout. Now
gasoline cans are uniformly made from heavy plastic and the vent hole has its own
cap/cover made of flimsy plastic! The vent hole cover is invariably the first thing to
crack or break and you’re left with a gasoline can with an exposed hole that will allow
fumes to escape or gasoline to escape if the can in inadvertently knocked over. I discovered a solution to the flimsy vent cap. Toss out the darn cap! Find a hex-head lag
bolt in your bone pile of screws that is roughly the same diameter as the vent hole and
twist the lag bolt a few turns into the hole. The bolt self-threads the softer plastic and
you’ve made a permanent, airtight, easily removable stopper that you can take off and
put back on. You can use a nice fat sheet-metal screw too, but it’s not as easily
grasped with your fingers to twist. Its use could require a screwdriver.
Measuring spoons: When the time comes to buy measuring spoons for the
kitchen, don’t buy the round ones. They don’t fit into the typical spice/herb jar. Now
they make rectangular ones that work fine for liquid measures and fit nicely into the
spice/herb jars. Why round ones continue to be sold escapes me.
It was quite a year: If asked tomorrow for what 2020 will be remembered, our answers would likely be uniformly “the pandemic”. But reflecting, there are many worthy
memories: Kobe Bryant, Kenny Rogers, Olivia de Havilland, John Lewis, Alex Trebek,
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Chuck Yeager, Eddie Van Halen. It is said, “Death is the end of
only those who have done nothing to cause their names to live after them.” (Xenophon,
Athenian historian; 430 – 354 BC) In diverse ways among us all, these men and
women will live with us long after 2020.
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